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INTRODUCTION
1000PDF is a decentralized educational
project built with blockchain technology
launched on June 13, 2021, that connects
authors, networkers and bibliophiles and
ultimately connects the crypto ecosystem
with an educational purpose for maximum
productivity and profitability.
This platform aims at making knowledge
affordable and profitable to all. The 1000PDF
token is its utility token for the ecosystem
and will help in achieving our project goals
by rewarding Users and Team Members for
their efforts.

HOW IS REVENUE GENERATED FOR 1000PDF ECOSYSTEM?

To be a member, you are required to pay a
registration fee of $5.
All registered members are given three
books for free, namely;
1.100 ways to monetize your website.
2.Fish Production
3.Ebook Writing like a Pro
The Registration fee is used for project
development. Ebooks given to registered
members can be use for knowledge
development or can be sold to others
voluntarily. Trading Fee which covers both
buying and selling will be used for project
development.
MISSION

Our mission is to become the world largest
crypto ecosystem that connects author,
networkers and bibliographers for maximum
productivity and profitability. We aim to
create a crypto ecosystem that include:
ecommerce. (run on domain1000PDF.COM)

VISION

1.Becoming an Online System for
educational impact.
2.Creating profitable and affordable
knowledge.
3.Building a cryptocurrency ecosystem and
DEFI (decentralized finance), and new
generation blockchain.
4.Creating a financial service for our
customers.
PROBLEM

PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

There are a lot of mobile apps like instagram,
Amazon, Kucoin, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Binance, Trust Wallet, metamask etc., but no
app can connect all people on one platform.
1000PDF aims to tackle that problem and
change the world by connecting people
using a new technology that solves it all..
SOLUTION

Just like the world is revolving, and change is
occurring daily. The world needs a
technology as we advance that can include
all the functions of e-commerce platforms,
social networks, exchanges and crypto

wallets where users can buy and sell
educational materials affordably and
profitably, making online payments with
crypto, make friends, find jobs, exchange and
store cryptocurrencies. 1000PDF will have all
these functions in one place.
VISION AND MISSION

The details of the business model, vision,
mission, and terms of service are the rules
that the user agrees to follow in order to use
this service. It is a bilateral statement of
liability and regulations of use between the
service provider and the customer.
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEM ARTICULTURE

1000PDF token is a BEP-20 token built on
the Binance Smart Chain blockchain network
and is entirely decentralized, which means
there is no powerful central authority or
single point of control. A unique committee
of users is randomly and secretly selected to
approve every block. Nodes are run by
entities representing diverse backgrounds
across many different countries.

Other Benefits Of The Binance Smart Chain

(a)PERMISSIONLESS
- Public & Open to All: Users do not need the
approval of a trusted authority to use the
Smart Chain blockchain. There is a single
class of users and no gate keepers. Every
participant can read every block and have
the opportunity to write a transaction in a
future block.
- Low Cost to Participate: The Binance Smart
Chain requires minimal processing power
and modest IT resources to join. All online
users who possess BSC tokens are
automatically eligible to participate in block
consensus.
(b)OPEN SOURCE: The BSC node repository
is open sourced and publicly available for
anyone to audit, use, and build upon. The
platform is founded on principles of
transparency, inclusivity, and collaboration,
and is maintained by a dedicated community
with a shared vision of a decentralized,
borderless future.

TOKENOMICS

Token Name: 1000PDF Token
Token Ticker: 1000PDF
Total Supply: 3000000
Token Type/Role: Utility Token
Organization Structure: Decentralized
Consensus Mechanism: Not Mineable
Algorithm: Pure PoS (BSC Blockchain)
Smart Contracts: Author, Bibliographers,
Token Holders, Advertiser.
1000PDF Token will serve as a utility and a
governance token for 1000PDF Ecosystem
and all project coming after 1000PDF. Read
our long term activities below to get insight
of what our team will be working on in the
nearest future. The token will be use for
payment on 1000pdf.com for Buying Books,
Exclusive Rewards and Staking/Yield.

TOKENOMICS TAXATION

2% transaction tax: 1000PDF Token is built
on strong tokenomics. Every 1000PDF token
transaction incurs a 2% tax.
1% is automatically to liquidity: 1% of
each transaction is locked away in the
1000PDF token liquidity pool, to create a
steadily rising price floor.
1% is added to Dev: 1% of each transaction
is distributed to the dev wallet, which will be
reflected in bnb, for the team and project
development.
1000PDF token will undergo 4.2% monthly
burning for the first 12 month, manually,
which will result in the value of the token
increasing.
Total supply is 3,000,000 1000PDF
Token..

TOKENOMICS
Token Allocation And Distribution

- Burning Mechanism
- Presale/Liquidity
- Marketing
- Rewards/Airdrops
- Team

Rewards/Airdrops
10%

Team
3%

Marketing
17%
Burning Mechanism
50%

Presale/Liquidity
20%

ROAD MAP
2021 Q3
-Building the vision, mission, and strategies.
-Building the ecosystem.
2021 Q4
-1000PDF Token launch
-Private sales and Burning
-Pancakeswap listing
2022 Q1
-Trust wallet integration
-CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap listing
-4,000 Telegram members
-Airdrop(Phase 1)
-Ambassadorial deals
2022 Q2
-1000PDF Campus Shows
-7,000 Telegram members
-More ambassadors for 1000PDF
-5,000 holders

2022 Q3
-List on Centralized Exchanges
-Incentives campaign to reward authors and
biblographers
-Listing on some international exchanges
-Influencer marketing push
2022 Q4
-Social media ads
-Voluntary donations to communities
-15,000 holders
-20,000 Telegram members
-Partnerships with organizations and
projects
2023 Q1
-Third party audit
-Airdrop(Phase 2)
-Building 1000PDF token on another
network

2023 Q2
-Launchpad
-Redesigning of website
-International collaborations
-30,000 holders
Disclaimer: 1000PDF token is a utility token
meant for the working of the 1000PDF project.
The 1000PDF token does not represent any asset
or security, and there are no guarantees of any
type regarding the token price appreciation over
any time frame.
To learn more, please visit: www.1000pdf.com.
For any questions, comments or suggestions,
please email us at: info@1000pdf.com.
Thanks for your time and interest in our project.

Social Media Links
Twitter: twitter.com/Token1000PDF
Discord: https://discord.gg/pgvx5FyEgB
Telegram Channel: t.me/Token1000PDF
Telegram Group: t.me/Token1000PDF
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/1000pdf
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/1000pdf/
YouTube:
https://youtube.com/channel/UCS0dkGxmX86IhdlbPEG7eBw

